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Review:

Fantastic course. The knowledgeable, attentive, and enthusiastic instructor
couldn\'t do enough for us. She had loads of relevant stories to tell us which
made the learning material stick. She put all the participants at ease which
drew the best out of us and helped everyone learn. You really do learn a lot
from the other participants too. I wouldn\'t hesitate to recommend this
course and Comply Guru to others.

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 5

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

The course content was accurate, well-written and
useful.: Agree

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

A search box would be useful. It can be hard to
navigate back if you want to check or find
something. You forget where it was and have to
scroll back through all the course.

Based on your experience with this course. How
likely are you to recommend online training versus
traditional [classroom] training?:

Very Likely

https://www.complyguru.com


Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

Fantastic course. The knowledgeable, attentive, and
enthusiastic instructor couldn\'t do enough for us.
She had loads of relevant stories to tell us which
made the learning material stick. She put all the
participants at ease which drew the best out of us
and helped everyone learn. You really do learn a lot
from the other participants too. I wouldn\'t hesitate
to recommend this course and Comply Guru to
others.

Do you have any other comments or feedback?:
Thank you fantastic course. I\'m exhausted but sorry
it\'s over. I wish all training courses were as
engaging.


